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Introduction

In the early twentieth century, Ah Wong (王金鐘 Wang Jinzhong)
had a furniture factory in Surry Hills, Sydney. The operation spanned
several buildings, all close to each other on the same street, Exeter
Place.1 The main premises, pictured on the cover of this book, housed
a coal-fired boiler used to run steam-powered circular saws and lathes.
Willie Wing, one of forty-five men who worked there, looked after the
boiler and the saws. As he described his responsibilities, he needed to
‘put coal on and keep steam up’, as well as ‘saw wood’.2 Attached to the
main building was the shed where timber and articles of furniture were
stored. Timber can be seen stacked on the shed’s roof, and completed
furniture and furniture components – washstands, hallstands, tables
and doors (perhaps for chiffoniers) – can be seen in the shed and on
the street. A man of modest stature can also be seen looking out from
inside the shed, next to the fence. This could have been the factory

1 Edgar Cutler Testimony, 6 March 1906, Furniture Trade Union v. Ah Wong,
New South Wales Court of Arbitration, New South Wales State Records
5340–2/74–18, 4.

2 Willie Wing Testimony, 9 March 1906, Furniture Trade Union v. Ah Wong,
167.
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manager, Ah Fat (亞發Ya Fa), a short man by certain accounts, whose
responsibility was to purchase the timber and, as he described it, ‘go
‘round and sell furniture’.3 Ah Wong was not personally involved in
running the factory, having had ‘other business to look after’, as he
said, ‘in the vegetable markets at Belmore’.4 Luckily for him, he had
another business, since the factory was demolished in a government
‘slum clearance’ program in 1908.5

Furniture factories such as Ah Wong’s were once among the most
important Chinese commercial operations in Australia. Established by
migrants from Guangdong’s Pearl River Delta and their families, mainly
after the gold rushes of the 1850s and 1860s, there were close to 200
factories and 2000 workers in Australia at their peak in 1912. These
were concentrated almost entirely in the two largest cities of Sydney
and Melbourne.6 Only market gardening, with around 7000 Chinese
participants at this time, attracted more Chinese involvement.7 Chinese
Australian furniture establishments were also distinctive, there being
no evidence of furniture production like this by Chinese migrants in
similar Pacific Rim migration destinations such as California.8

As well as being vital to Chinese communities, Chinese furniture
factories constituted a substantial part of Australia’s furniture industry
between 1880 and 1930. In Sydney, they dominated for most of this
period, surpassing their non-Chinese counterparts until 1909. From

3 ‘Not a Chinese Giant’, Evening News, 7 March 1906; Ah Fat Testimony, 9
March 1906, Furniture Trade Union v. Ah Wong, 152.

4 Ah Wong Testimony, 9 March 1906, Furniture Trade Union v. Ah Wong, 140.
5 ‘New Sydney’, Sydney Morning Herald, 30 October 1908.
6 Report on the Working of the Factories and Shops Act during the year (NSW

FSA Report) 1912, 47; Report of the Chief Inspector of Factories, Workrooms,
and Shops (VIC FSA Report) 1912, 10. The Chinese sectors in Perth and
Brisbane each peaked at around 150 workers, and there were a few factories
in other cities and towns, but they are not examined in this book.

7 Census of the Commonwealth of Australia 1911, 1026.
8 See, for instance, Ta Chen, Chinese Migrations, with Special Reference to Labor

Conditions (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1923).
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1912, however, Chinese furniture production began a gradual decline.
Table 0.1, a table of industry size according to worker ethnicity,
originally recorded as ‘Chinese’ or ‘European’ (primarily British and
British-descended), shows the relative composition over time of the
furniture industry in Sydney and Melbourne, where the greater
majority of Australian furniture manufacturing took place.9

The Australian labour movement and Australian governments
sought to restrict Chinese furniture factories. They saw them as a
serious danger, in line with what Mae Ngai has called a ‘forcefully
masculinist and racialist’ ideological formation, that is, ‘White
Australia’ – the broad principle that Australia should be a place for
the ‘white man’.10 As such, Chinese furniture establishments became
focal points for anti-Chinese campaigning and were made subject to
racialised industrial law, especially the Factories and Shops Acts in
Victoria from 1887 and in New South Wales from 1896.11 These pieces
of legislation gave Chinese factories an unfair burden in terms of their
operating hours, employees’ pay, and sanitation and safety standards,

9 On ‘Chinese’, ‘Chinese overseas’ and ‘Chinese Australian’, see Wang Gungwu,
‘Greater China and the Chinese Overseas’, China Quarterly, 136 (1993), 939;
Jen Tsen Kwok, ‘Postscript: Beyond “Two Worlds”’, in Sophie Couchman and
Kate Bagnall, eds., Chinese Australians: Politics, Engagement and Resistance
(Leiden: Brill, 2015), 290–307. On ‘European’, ‘British’ and ‘white’, refer to
Marilyn Lake and Henry Reynolds, Drawing the Global Colour Line: White
Men’s Countries and the Question of Racial Equality (Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 2008), 75–94; Ann Curthoys, ‘White, British and European:
historicising identity in settler societies’, in Jane Carey and Claire McLisky,
eds., Creating White Australia (Sydney: Sydney University Press, 2009), 3–24.
Table 0.1 was created using data from ‘Chinese Increase’, Newcastle Morning
Herald and Miners’ Advocate, 18 November 1878; ‘The Furniture Trade’,
Sydney Morning Herald, 30 October 1886; NSW FSA Report 1897–1931; VIC
FSA Report 1885–1931.

10 Mae M. Ngai, ‘Chinese Gold Miners and the “Chinese Question” in
Nineteenth-Century California and Victoria’, Journal of American History,
101:4 (2015), 1103.

11 Yong Ching Fatt, The New Gold Mountain: The Chinese in Australia, 1901–21
(Richmond: Raphael Arts, 1977), 63–70.
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Sydney Melbourne

Chinese European Chinese European

1881 ≈ 350 < 350 ≈ 150 ≈ 650

1891 ≈ 500 ≈ 350 428 1340

1901 621 510 574 1238

1911 841 1080 790 1793

1912 862 1338 818 2108

1921 281 2393 338 2202

1931 21 1280 22 1200

Table 0.1 Furniture workers by ethnicity, 1881–1931.

and required furniture to be stamped with the particulars of its makers.
Vivid reminders of this discrimination today can be seen in the stamps
found on antique Australian-made furniture, declaring ‘Chinese
labour’ or ‘European labour only’.12 During the same period, racist
lobbying in the furniture industry contributed to racialised restrictions
on Chinese migration to Australia from 1881.13

This book is the first dedicated history of Chinese furniture
factories in Australia. With a focus on Sydney and Melbourne and an
emphasis on manufacturers’ and workers’ descriptions and records of
their experiences, we will explore here how Chinese furniture makers
negotiated the obstacles laid before them by anti-Chinese campaigners

12 Susan Maushart, ‘Pine and Prejudice’, PocketDocs, ABC Radio National,
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/pocketdocs/
pine-and-prejudice/7275008.

13 Joseph Lee, ‘Anti-Chinese Legislation in Australasia’, Quarterly Journal of
Economics, 3:2 (1889), 219–222.
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and legislators. We will see that Chinese furniture factory operators
and their employees worked in ways suited to the Australian industrial
milieu, thereby undermining the political and legislative impediments
they faced. They did this with the tacit approval and active support
of numerous non-Chinese Australians, who ignored or even defied
anti-Chinese measures. Indeed, Chinese furniture manufacturers and
workers were adaptable: ‘White Australia’ could not control their
destinies.

Previous histories

Although this is the first book on Chinese furniture factories in
Australia, it is scarcely the first history of Chinese Australian economic
activity, which was already being studied by historians in the early
twentieth century under the trope of ‘cheap labour’. Historians such as
Myra Willard wrote in firm support of the ‘White Australia’ principle,
describing the ‘threat’ presented by Chinese labour.14 William Pember
Reeves even touched on the furniture industry specifically, adamant
that the Victorian Factories and Shops Act of 1896 was necessary to
guard against Chinese workers in Melbourne ‘degrading’ industry
working conditions.15 Similar studies were written in North America
about Chinese migrants involved in clothing, footwear and cigar
making, and in canning, none of which attracted much Chinese interest
in Australia.16 This book revisits the persistent idea of ‘cheap Chinese

14 Myra Willard, History of the White Australia Policy to 1920 (Melbourne:
Melbourne University Press, 1923), 51–58, 195–201.

15 William Pember Reeves, State Experiments in Australia & New Zealand, V2
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1903), 9–12, 43–44, 61–62. See also Edward
Shann, An Economic History of Australia (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1930), 374.

16 Examples are Mary Coolidge, Chinese Immigration (New York: H. Holt and
Co., 1909), 344–345, 363–364 and Elmer Sandemeyer, The Anti-Chinese
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labour’, which most early historians based uncritically on descriptions
by non-Chinese observers. It brings new evidence to bear, especially the
views of Chinese manufacturers and workers, onto the image of ‘cheap
labour’. There was so much more to the operation of Chinese furniture
factories than ‘cheap’ workforces, and Chinese workers understood
their own work in more complex ways.

This book also follows on from histories authored during the 1960s
and 1970s, which re-examined Chinese economic pursuits in terms
of how they were met by racism. Mostly in order to shine a light on
the injustice of ‘White Australia’, historians including Choi Chingyan
and Yong Ching Fatt explored Chinese enterprise and work in more
detail than earlier researchers, and scrutinised the associated racist
campaigning and legislation.17 Chinese furniture factories featured in
these studies. Yong stressed that they were no threat to ‘white industry’,
that the measures instituted against them were grounded in racist
ideology.18 Andrew Markus similarly argued that Chinese furniture
workers in Melbourne were victims of ‘virulent racial antipathy’.19

Histories exploring Chinese business and work across the Pacific were
written in the same tone around this time, with an emphasis on
discrimination and victimisation.20 Drawing on new evidence, this

Movement in California (Chicago: University of Illinois, 1939), 15, 29–33, 65,
85, 98.

17 Choi Chingyan, Chinese Migration and Settlement in Australia (Sydney:
Sydney University Press, 1975), xi, 3–54, 78–94, 105–112; Yong, The New
Gold Mountain, 35–112. See also Alexander Yarwood, Asian Migration to
Australia (Melbourne: Melbourne University Press, 1964), 104–123.

18 Yong, The New Gold Mountain, 41–45, 63–70. See further Yarwood, Asian
Migration to Australia, 118–119.

19 Andrew Markus, ‘Divided We Fall: The Chinese and the Melbourne Furniture
Trade Union, 1870–1900’, Labour History, 26 (1974), 4–6, 10.

20 Landmark comparative studies include Charles Price, The Great White Walls
Are Built: Restrictive Immigration to North America and Australasia,
1836–1888 (Canberra: Australian National University Press, 1974) and
Andrew Markus, Fear and Hatred: Purifying Australia and California,
1850–1901 (Sydney: Hale & Iremonger, 1979). Refer also to Gunther Barth,
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book returns to the question of racism raised in the 1960s and 1970s.
Racist activism and legislation, along with Chinese experiences of
racism, varied markedly in the furniture industry. Chinese
manufacturers competed energetically with their rivals in the
Australian marketplace, and, while Chinese workers may have
sympathised with their non-Chinese equivalents, they also had their
own, separate agendas.

The book is a continuation too, of late twentieth century efforts
by historians to study Chinese Australian enterprise and labour more
directly and less in terms of discrimination. Informed by Australia’s
reinvention as a ‘multicultural’ country – as well as by historian Jennifer
Cushman’s criticism of what she deemed an inordinate emphasis on
racism in Chinese Australian history – researchers during this period
moved to look more closely at Chinese entrepreneurs and their
employees.21 This included those in the furniture industry. Eric Rolls
and Shirley Fitzgerald, in their broad histories of Chinese Australian
communities, credited ‘specialisation’ and high-density worker
dormitories respectively for the success of Chinese furniture
manufacturers.22 Bon-Wai Chou described failures as a consequence
of the Chinese ‘sojourning attitude’ (that is, failing to invest long-term

Bitter Strength: A History of the Chinese in the United States, 1850–1870
(Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1964); Alexander Saxton, The
Indispensable Enemy: Labor and the Anti-Chinese Movement in California
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975).

21 Gavin Jones, ‘White Australia, National Identity and Population Change’, in
Laksiri Jayasuriya, David Walker and Jan Gothard, eds., Legacies of White
Australia: Race, Culture and Nation (Crawley: University of Western Australia
Press, 2003), 110–128; Jennifer Cushman, ‘A “colonial casualty”: the Chinese
community in Australian historiography’, Asian Studies Association of
Australia Review, 7:3 (1984), 100–113.

22 Eric Rolls, Citizens: Continuing the Epic Story of China’s Centuries-Old
Relationship with Australia (St. Lucia: University of Queensland Press, 1996),
111–114; Shirley Fitzgerald, Red Tape Gold Scissors: The Story of Sydney’s
Chinese (Sydney: Halstead, 2008), 100–103, 106.
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in their migration destination), not simply as the product of racialised
legislation.23 Studies centring Chinese migrants in North America and
South-East Asia were also done in this period, recognising migrant
contributions to a range of industries.24 In this book, I will consider
how racism impacted Chinese factories, but I will concentrate more
closely on how Chinese migrants and their descendants succeeded and
failed in the industry. We will see that manufacturers were not normally
specialists, but that factory worker dormitories and other practices did
indeed lead to success. Limited capital investment often did impede
manufacturers, as did market downturns, workers’ higher earnings and
discriminatory industry regulations.

The book forms part of a recent surge of historical interest in
Chinese Australian economic activity as well. Influenced especially by
China’s ascent as an economic power, and aiming to analyse Chinese
business and labour on its own terms, historians have undertaken a
series of groundbreaking studies during the past two decades. Several
have examined the methods of Chinese entrepreneurs, including their
dealings with non-Chinese businesses and customers. Sophie
Loy-Wilson has used accounts from Chinese shopkeepers and
shopworkers to move beyond the ‘whimsical detail’ often seen in
non-Chinese reflections on Chinese shops in rural Australia. She has
shown how these shops were important sites of both economic and
cultural exchange.25 In his general study of industrial
entrepreneurialism on Melbourne’s Little Lonsdale Street between 1860

23 Bon-Wai Chou, ‘The sojourning attitude and the economic decline of
Chinese society in Victoria, 1860s–1930s’, in Paul Macgregor, ed., Histories of
the Chinese in Australasia and the South Pacific (Melbourne: Museum of
Chinese Australian History, 1995), 59–74.

24 See, for example, Sucheng Chan, This Bittersweet Soil: Chinese in California
Agriculture, 1860–1910 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986);
Thomas Tsu-wee Tan, Chinese Dialect Groups: Traits and Trades (Singapore:
Opinion Books, 1990); Lynn Pan, Sons of the Yellow Emperor: A History of the
Chinese Diaspora (New York: Kodansha, 1994).
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and 1950, John Leckey explored Chinese furniture production. He has
identified industrial clusters and market niches as having been crucial
to Chinese factories there.26 Historians have also revisited the lives
of Chinese workers, highlighting how they were not the ‘coolies’ that
were imagined by the racist authorities and other proponents of ‘white
labour’.27 Mei-fen Kuo has investigated Chinese labour activism in
Melbourne’s furniture industry using Australian Chinese-language
newspapers, stressing the significance of Chinese diasporic nationalism
and civic organisation.28 Studies set in other migration destinations
have also proliferated during recent years. Elizabeth Sinn and
Ching-hwang Yen, for instance, have considered Chinese business in
California and South-East Asia respectively, emphasising its origins
in Chinese culture and networks.29 Mae Ngai and others have

25 Sophie Loy-Wilson, ‘Rural Geographies and Chinese Empires: Chinese
Shopkeepers and Shop-Life in Australia’, Australian Historical Studies, 45:3
(2014), 407–424. Notable studies of other industries include Joanna Boileau,
Chinese Market Gardening in Australia and New Zealand: Gardens of
Prosperity (Cham: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017); Warwick Frost, ‘Migrants and
Technological Transfer: Chinese Farming in Australia, 1850–1920’, Australian
Economic History Review, 42:2 (2002), 113–131; Barry McGowan, ‘The
economics and organisation of Chinese mining in Colonial Australia’,
Australian Economic History Review, 45:2 (2005), 119–138.

26 John Leckey, ‘Low, Degraded Broots? Industry and Entrepreneurialism in
Melbourne’s Little Lon, 1860–1950’ (PhD Thesis: University of Melbourne,
2003), 305–309, 313–323, 326–329. See also Jock Collins, ‘Chinese
Entrepreneurs: The Chinese Diaspora in Australia’, International Journal of
Entrepreneurial Behaviour & Research, 8:1/2 (2002), 113–133.

27 See, for example, International Labor and Working-Class History, 91 (2017)
and Labour History, 113 (2017).

28 Mei-fen Kuo, ‘Reframing Chinese Labour Rights: Chinese Unionists,
Pro-Labour Societies and the Nationalist Movement in Melbourne, 1900–10’,
Labour History, 113 (2017), 133–155. See also Marilyn Lake, ‘Challenging the
“Slave-Driving Employers”: Understanding Victoria’s 1896 Minimum Wage
through a World-History Approach’, Australian Historical Studies, 45:1
(2014), 87–102.

29 Elizabeth Sinn, Pacific Crossing: California Gold, Chinese Migration and the
Making of Hong Kong (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 2012);
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concentrated more on workers, including their accounts of their own
activities.30 This book extends these recent avenues of investigation
further into the domain of Chinese overseas industrial manufacturing,
which is little known relative to other endeavours. Guided principally
by the personal accounts of Chinese furniture manufacturers and
workers, we will see that they were adaptable and resilient. Chinese
manufacturers dealt extensively with non-Chinese businesses for their
supplies and had wide customer bases. They needed to compete
energetically for business. Their workers had a complex and dynamic
factory culture, centred on southern China but also incorporating
principles espoused by the broader Australian labour movement.

Along with histories of Chinese migration, the book builds on
recent explorations of economic and business history in Australia and
globally. Simon Ville’s and Glenn Withers’ Cambridge Economic History
of Australia has provided a thorough overview of Australian economic
development, and other scholars have completed a range of comparable

Ching-hwang Yen, Ethnic Chinese Business in Asia: History, Culture and
Business Enterprise (Singapore: World Scientific, 2013). See also, to take
another landmark study, Adam McKeown, Chinese Migrant Networks and
Cultural Change: Peru, Chicago, Hawai’i, 1900–1936 (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, 2001).

30 See, for instance, Mae M. Ngai, ‘The True Story of Ah Jake: Language, Labor,
and Justice in Late-Nineteenth-Century Sierra County, California’, in Daniel
T. Rogers, Bhavani Raman and Helmut Reimitz, eds., Cultures in Motion
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014), 197–214; Lisa Yun, The Coolie
Speaks: Chinese Indentured Laborers and African Slaves in Cuba (Philadelphia:
Temple University Press, 2008).
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work in Australia and worldwide.31 This focused history of Chinese
Australian furniture factories complements these studies.

Historical evidence

Historical source material that captures the words spoken and written
by Chinese furniture industry participants is at the heart of this book,
and most of it has never been seen before. Foremost are the bankruptcy
records for Chinese factories in Sydney and Melbourne. These records
include testimony given by factory proprietors and employees, financial
ledgers, claims regarding unpaid debts from more than 200 workers,
receipts and factory inventories. I also draw on Chinese testimony
from various civil, criminal and industrial court proceedings, and from
a Royal Commission held in Sydney. Additionally, records associated
with the Immigration Restriction Act of 1901 are vital. These files
contain information provided by migrants about their birthplaces,
birthdates, travel, places of residence, businesses and occupations,
assets and earnings, and their associates and family members. I also
draw on five Chinese-language newspapers: the Tung Wah News
(1898–1902), its successor newspaper the Tung Wah Times (1902–36),
the Chinese Australian Herald (1894–1923) and the Chinese Republic
News (1914–37), all printed in Sydney, and the Chinese Times
(1902–22), printed in Melbourne. English-language booklets and

31 Simon Ville and Glenn Withers, eds., The Cambridge Economic History of
Australia (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 2014). Refer further to
Simon Ville and Claire Wright, ‘Neither a Discipline nor a Colony:
Renaissance and Re-imagination in Economic History’, Australian Historical
Studies, 48:2 (2017), 152–168. See also Franco Amatori and Geoffrey Jones,
eds., Business History around the World (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2003); Franco Amatori and Andrea Colli, Business History:
Complexities and Comparisons (London: Routledge, 2013); Robert Gardella,
Andrea McElderry and Jane K. Leonard, eds., Chinese Business History:
Interpretive Trends and Priorities for the Future (New York: Routledge, 2017).
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pamphlets published by Chinese furniture industry representatives are
also key sources, as are letters from these spokespeople to editors of
English-language newspapers.

We must exercise care with the Chinese voices that form the basis
of this book. Court records and transcripts from the Sydney Royal
Commission in particular are the direct outcomes of racialising and
marginalising legal processes in which Chinese involvement was
mediated.32 Because these processes were dominated by people of
European – mostly British – descent, Chinese participants probably felt
that they had to speak and act in certain ways, especially in formal
courtroom settings. They often needed to rely on interpreters, who
might not have communicated the nuances of their views. The goal
of such processes was typically to ascertain how businesses operated
and what working conditions were like according to fixed procedures,
like those governing bankruptcy. Thus, the resultant records only cover
part of the industry, generally its leading manufacturers and their
employees, and these records tend to reduce people who once lived and
breathed to little more than the money that they earned and spent.33

Even Chinese-language newspapers, which allow unmediated access to
Chinese perspectives, neglected the voices of workers. This was because
they were presided over by community elites such as John Hoe (冼俊豪

32 On court mediation of Chinese voices, see Nadia Rhook, ‘“The Chief Chinese
Interpreter” Charles Hodges: mapping the aurality of race and governance in
colonial Melbourne’, Postcolonial Studies, 18:1 (2015), 1–18; Sophie
Loy-Wilson, ‘Coolie Alibis: Seizing Gold from Chinese Miners in New South
Wales’, International Labor and Working-Class History, 91 (2017), 36–37;
Ngai, ‘The True Story of Ah Jake’, 197–214. On bias in court records more
generally, see also Metin Coşgel and Boğaç Ergene, ‘The selection bias in
court records: settlement and trial in eighteenth-century Ottoman
Kastamonu’, Economic History Review, 67:2 (2014), 517–534.

33 Even bankruptcy legislation was normally only applied to failed
manufacturers who had significant assets, meaning that numerous factories
failed without leaving much trace.
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Xian Junhao), who presided over both a furniture factory and the Tung
Wah Times in Sydney.34

While I prioritise evidence that offers an inside view of Chinese
factories, non-Chinese accounts are also important for context and
comparison. The book therefore makes use of the bankruptcy files
created for non-Chinese furniture factories in Sydney and Melbourne.
It relies on non-Chinese testimony given in civil, criminal and
industrial court cases as well, along with testimony from the Royal
Commission in Sydney, Royal Commission in Melbourne and a
Victorian parliamentary inquiry. Industrial legislation and reports
compiled by factory inspectors appointed to enforce it are also critical
sources. Others include census reports, writings by non-Chinese
observers in English-language newspapers, trade union materials and
the records of Victoria’s Anti-Chinese League. We must exercise
caution with this material as well, since much of it contains negative
descriptions of Chinese furniture industry participants consistent with
the ‘White Australia’ principle.

Book outline

Chapter One addresses the origins of Chinese involvement in
Australia’s furniture industry between 1800 and 1880. It begins with
the earliest Chinese woodwork experts who migrated to Australia over
the first half of the nineteenth century. It next turns to the Chinese
gold seekers who arrived for gold rushes from the 1850s, and thereafter
entered the furniture industry. It then focuses on post-gold rush
industry specialists who began work in the 1870s. We will see in this

34 On the agendas of Chinese-language newspapers in Australia, see Mei-fen
Kuo, Making Chinese Australia: Urban Elites, Newspapers and the Formation
of Chinese-Australian Identity, 1892–1912 (Clayton: Monash University
Publishing, 2013); Yong, The New Gold Mountain, 120–156.
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chapter how economic development within Australia was the main
factor behind Chinese involvement in this specific industry.

We will consider how Chinese factories were set up in Chapter
Two, focusing on the period between 1880 and 1930. The chapter
initially describes arrangements relating to proprietorship and
financing. Next, it discusses the actual factory premises. It will then
look at the tools and machinery used in Chinese factories, followed
by the materials, such as timber, glass, nails, glue and varnish. We
will discover that while imported cultural resources were important
in setting up furniture factories, Chinese Australian furniture
manufacturers did not limit themselves to particularly ‘Chinese’ ways
of approaching this task. Chinese factory operators used methods seen
more widely in Australian industry, and were aided in doing so by
non-Chinese Australians.

In Chapter Three, we will explore the world of Chinese factory
workers through their own words. After a brief overview of workforce
sizes and compositions, the chapter looks at Chinese factory workers’
skill sets, their rates of pay and hours of work, and their social class.
The presence of a vibrant and distinctive work culture in the factories
is revealed. This work culture was informed chiefly by life and work
around the Pearl River Delta, from where most of the workers had
come, but also incorporated elements of the wider Australian labour
movement’s struggle for workers’ rights. Its existence indicates that
assertions of Chinese ‘cheap labour’, and the measures instituted to
contain it, were not taken as seriously by Chinese workers as we might
expect.

Chapter Four deals with the market for Chinese Australian
furniture. It addresses Chinese manufacturers’ sales scopes, that is, to
whom they sold items and what they sold. The chapter also explores
manufacturers’ promotional strategies and their profit margins. We
will see that rather than confining their activities to safe, empty niche
markets in efforts to avoid conflict, Chinese factories competed
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energetically against both their non-Chinese equivalents and each
other in the broader Australian marketplace. Indeed, they were bold,
and industry conditions encouraged their competitive behaviour.

Chapter Five explains how Chinese furniture factories were
restricted, and how Chinese industry participants resisted these efforts.
We will look initially at the ‘white labour’ activism that led to the first
legislation directed against Chinese factories in Melbourne in 1885.
We next consider ongoing labour movement protests and two public
inquiries that saw new anti-Chinese regulations adopted in 1896 and
1900. We will then address the marked expansion of racialised furniture
industry regulations after Australia became a federated nation in 1901.
Lastly, the chapter addresses the political opportunism that led to the
final and most severe restrictions on Chinese factories in Sydney in
1927. We will recognise that there was substantial variability across
the impediments put in place for Chinese factories – and in Chinese
strategies of resistance – under ‘White Australia’.

The book presents a nuanced picture of the history of Chinese
migration to Australia. We will see Chinese Australian furniture
makers as entrepreneurs and workers in their own right, as meaningful
actors in Australian history. We will also see how, despite the racism
directed against them, they were able to engage in the furniture
industry effectively, aided in many instances by European Australians.
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